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Hilton Prague Old Town Announces Completion of a 550,000 Euro Renovation
PRAGUE – May 6, 2015 – Hilton Prague Old Town announced it has completed its
planned 550.000 Euro renovation of the Executive floor.
“The outcome of the renovation exceeded our expectations. The sophisticated look and
upgraded facilities will certainly enhance every guest’s experience,” said Luca Crocco,
general manager, Hilton Prague Old Town.
The project was designed by Swiss interior designer Ina Rinderknecht, and managed by Ian
Bryan Architects, both being renowned for their work in the hospitality industry. Hilton Prague
Old Town will offer guests a fresh concept along with new floors, walls and furnishings.
Guests will experience the changes as soon as they enter the floor with new, light wallpaper,
carpet and decorative mirrors near the lifts, as well as new bench seating. A dramatic
statement was included with the glowing five-light sconces, made of forged iron with antique
brass faceted details.
Inside, earthy mustards and mauves give a touch of class to the new rooms, which also
feature new wardrobes with an Astronomical Clock design and sheer drapery. The fresh
wallcoverings have a delicate texture, modelled on the subtle irregularity of hand-woven
abaca. Business travellers will appreciate the new solid hard wood desks with integrated
writing mat and data box. There are delicate bed side tables, modern-lined chairs and a new
luggage bench. In the bathrooms, guests will welcome the larger square basins, anti-fog
mirrors and portable hairdryers.
Prague is a thriving city with a texture and magnificence of its own. Inspiration for the new
design came from the city’s historic past, romantic streets and dynamism of today. The
overall look is one of graceful elegance, a room you’ll be happy to return to from a day of
sightseeing or a day of deal making.
In total, 40 rooms underwent the upgrade: 20 King Executive Premium Rooms, 14 Twin
Executive Premium Rooms and 6 Queen Executive Premium Rooms, with a total investment
of 550,000 EUR.

Media can access additional information about Hilton Prague Old Town at http://
news.hilton.com/pragueoldtown.
About Hilton Prague Old Town
Hilton Prague Old Town with its 303 rooms is located in the heart of the city amidst many of
its key attractions. It offers guests truly authentic, yet modern Prague experience. In addition
to the Zinc restaurant focusing on modern European cuisine with Asian flavours and Zinc
lounge & bar, the hotel offers 1,200 m² of dedicated meeting space and the flexibility to
accommodate groups ranging from 10 to 800 people, with fourteen meeting rooms as well
as the stylish Dvorak Ballroom, all with hi-tech audio-visual equipment. Guests can also
enjoy access to an Executive Lounge and Cybex health club & spa with a pool.
Awards:
One of the Top 25 Luxury Hotels in the Czech Republic, 2014 Tripadvisor Travellers’ Choice
Awards
About Hilton Hotels & Resorts
Founded in 1919 as the flagship brand of Hilton Worldwide, Hilton Hotels & Resorts
continues to build upon its legacy of innovation by developing products and services to meet
the needs of savvy global travelers at more than 550 hotels across six continents. Hilton is
the stylish, forward-thinking global leader in hospitality with Team Members shaping
experiences in which every guest feels cared for, valued and respected. Access the latest
news at news.hilton.com and begin your journey at www.hilton.com or www.hilton.com/offers
for the latest hotel specials. Hilton Hotels & Resorts is one of Hilton Worldwide’s 12 brands.
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